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ABSTIACT

This report comprises the results of a field study on the micro-
wave radionetric temperature differentials between typical battlefield
targets and their backgrounds under various climatic and terrain con-
ditions.

The targets viewed include personnel, tanks, trucks, jeeps and
napabn fires. Data was obtained during night and day coiiltions as
well as during fog, rain and snow. Also, target signatures were taken
when the tank was obscured by smoke . namoufIsge ;nr4 vetgn.tt.jnn To
simulate observations of a missile borne guidance seeker, tank; targets
were viewed with the radiometer at elevation angles approaching [oo

This report includes the L Ist data, a dicossion cl' ro;.,. Us, coe
clusions and recormmendations for further research mad development.
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1, INTRODUCTION

This is the final report covering the accomplishments and results
of the signature study program conducted under Contract No. )A.-30-O69-
OdD-3507. The program involved field measurement at the Spesutie Island
facility of the Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen, Maryland and
utilized a GPL owned radiometric instrument as the basic measuring device,
Field measurements commenced on January 3) 1962 and were concluded on
March 23, 1962.

'The test program was directed Loward determination of radiometric
temperature differentials between typical battlefield targets and their
backgrounds under various climatic and terrain conditions. The resultant
data is intended for Army use in evaluating feasibility and desirable

i / characteristics of future passive detection and guidance systems.

Targets used durinq the tnL' program included tanks, trucks, jeeps
and personnel. Data was obtained during night and day conditions as
well as during rain, fog and snow. Also included are tank signature
data wa um camouflaged and when obscured by smoke, fireR and vewretation,
To simulate observations of a missile borne guidance seeker, a cherry-
picker vehicle was used to elcvate the radiornetric instrument to h•eignu-;
up to fifty feet above terrain0

The contract was executed by the WIL Division, General Precision, Inc.
under the direction and cognizance of the Ballistic hesearc.h laboratory;
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. The personnel involved in the test
program are shown in Figure 1-1 [Left to right- A.G. Kelly (BhL),
D, Stevens (GPL) D L. Barnhouse (U.S. Army), Dro AGO. Hodge (BKL),
S.M. Seelig (GPLIo&_. 4

This report includes a desoription oi bhe field pro~rani, a di cu scion
of the results, conclusions and recommendations. Also included areappendices containing the test data, a discussion of the theory of micro-

wave radiometry, derivations of the antenna temperature and range equations
and a bibliography of reports applicable to this program.

2. FIELD PROGRAM

On January 3. 1962 the field test portion of the fadiometer signatuwre
study was initiated at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds, For the initial
Yieasurements the radiometer and associated test equipment were placed in
a portable instrument trailer. (See Figuire 2-1 and 2-2). The receiver
and dish were secured to a mount stedrable in both azimuth and elevation.
Cn the same mount, adjacent to the dish was placed a telescopic: sight.
Collimation between the dish and the sight was accomplished by placing a
35 (GCS signal generator 25 yards from the dish7 pointing the din - for maxi-
mum signal and offsetting the sight cross hairs the proper distance from
the signal generator, Additional procedures included measurement and mark-
ing off of the test range, set-up and calibration of Lhermocouplc.s on the
tak, ar. famflfarizati+.on with measurement techniques on the light meter,

psychrometer, and thermocouple potentiometer.

i
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The swivel mount containing thc: radiometer was placed on tracks
enabling the entire unit to be moved outside the trailer. This allowe d
the radiometer to be pointed at the sky for calibration purpoCes. A
sky angle of about 32.50 (angle above the horizon) was chosen and the

. elevation of the dish moved to this angle for each calibration run.

The equipment trailer was heated and controlled with a thermostat
so as to keep the equipment at a constant temperature and free from
dampness during overnight and weekend storage.

Throughout the entire field program certain additional measurements
were taken in order to specify careful]ly the environmental conditions
under which the apparent temperatures were taken. As explained in Appendix
"A" those conditions play an important part in determining the apparent
temperature of a target. The following readings were taken in conjunction
with the measured temperatures:

1. reflected light from target

2, incident and reflected light on radiometer dish

3, degree of cloud cover and type of weather

4. time of day

5. temperature wad relative humidity

6, thermometric temperature of tank target

7. radiometric temperature of two reference surfaces of aluminum
and microwave absorbing material

2.1 Characteristics of Radiometer

2.1.1 Physical Characteristics

The radiometric package, excluding separate power
units and a control box, comprises an antenna-receiver which is mounted on a
scanning head. The antenna consists of a parabolic reflector two feet in
diameter with a feed system to piov-ýid broad bandwidth and low sidelobe levels.
The receiver is a superheterodyne configuration with connections for use with
separate power units. The separate power units are used to permit remote
mounting of the radiometer up to a maximum of 100 feet from the antenna.

2.1.2 Electrical Characteristics

2.1.2.1 Receiver Operation

The radiometer functional diagram is showm
in Figure 2-3.. The unit is basically a microwave superheterodrne receiver
(.86 cm) with special signal proceasing circuitry. The noise signal received
by the ay. .. nna is mixed in a balanced mixer with the output of a Ka band
klystron .scillator to prnduce a 30 MC I.F. signal. Alternately, at a 97 cpS
rate, U.- mixer input port is connected to a fixed reference source. The result-
ant I.F. s gnal is amplified and the 97 cps envelope is detected.

i$
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Phas6e detection and integration are then performed. After further D.C.
amplification, the resultant signal passes on to the alarm and memory
circuits. The output of the radiometer drives a D.C. pen recorder.
Provisions are made for both absolute and relative calibration.

2.1.,22 Equipment Description

The radiometer used in the Field Test Program had
the following parameters3

TAMLE --

Item Characteristic

Operating Frequency 8.6 m.m. region
Receiver Typo Superheterodyne
Polarization Vertical
Noise Figure

(double channel) 9.4 db
I.F. Center Frequency 30 m.c.
I-F Bandwidth 15 m9c0
Antenna Parabolic dish - 2 ft. in dia-

meter
Azimuth Scan hate 0 - 180 /see
Field of View 300 azimuth, 90 elevetion
Spatial Resolution 1.10 ( 3 db points)
Receiver Temperature 2.4h 0K T -. 05 sec.
Resolution 0.554°K T - I see.

0.2h70 K T - 5 sec.
Output Data Form D-C Voltage ( 0 - 6 v)

Z - oat 600 .

Readout Pen Recorder and D.C. Meter
Input Power 115ov, 60 cps, 345 v.a.
Dynamic Range 500 K

2.2 Personnel Measurements

Initial measurements indicated that the amount of metal on a
target is the decisive factor in its apparent temperature. Hencep a
soldier it full battle dreos, including field pack, rifle, and helnet
was used as the personnel target (See Figure 2-h). The range for all
personnel measurements was 5 yards from the radiometer. Eight runs were
taken- 1 each of the three basic positions - front, side and prone, both
day and night; and front and prone in the daytime during rain (See Figure
2-5, 2-6),

NOTE: Explanation of Taped Data

The measured temperature differential between a target
and the background appears as a D.C. voltage at the output of the system.
The larger the temperature difference the larger the voltage. If the
voltage is positive the target is "hotter" than the background, if negative
it is"colder". To obtain the differential in degrees KAelvin, the measured
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voltage is nulled out wiLh a reference battery voltage calibrated in degrees.

The target was first sighted through the scope, and then the
mount containing both dish and scope, was, adjusted for the proper elevation.
The mouht was then moved in azimuth off to the side of the target. and the
voltage representing the temperatun of the background at this elevation was
nulled out using the calibrated dial. The mount was then swept through the
target in azimuth from one side to the other to obtain its profile and its
point of maximm signal. This sweep represents the first deflection on
each tape (See Figure 2-6). The radiometer was then swept back, oil the tar-
get and left pointing at the position of maximum signal. This represents
the second deflection on cach tape. This bignal wab Lhn hulled out using
the calibrated dial. The difference between the new dial setting and the
original one represented the difference between the target and background
temperaLure (for the beam filled case).

2.3 Tank Measurements

Tank runs were performed for four basic views (front, back,
side and /14 rear), three ranges (50,3OO., and 500 yds), and with a number of
diffcrcnt environmental conditions. The target tank uscd was an 14-4hA2 full
trapked combat tank (See Figure 2-7).

At 50 yds from the radiometer its beam is 2 1/2 feet in dia-
meter. Hence at this range a thermal profile of the tank was "painted" by
taking azimuth runs across it at three different values of elevation angle
(See Figure 2-9). The apparent temperature of bignificant featuros was.
measured and -ecorded (See Figures 2-8 through 2-13). At the 300 and 500
yd ranges the beam diameter is greater than the height of the tank and with
the horizontal cross-hair centered on the base of the turret, only one azimuth
sweep was necessary (See Figures 2-1h, 2-15). Measurements were taken at all
positions and ranges mentioned above with the tank engine on and off. In
addition to the runs mentioned, measurements were taken of a camouflaged

a tank, Figures 2-16 through 2-19, a tank against a sky background, Figures
2-20, 2-21, a tank in shade and behind trees, Figures 2-22, 2-23, and a tank
at night, Figure 2-24.

fDuring the shade runs the tank was hidden by shrubbexy directly
between it and the radiometer as seen in Figure 2-22. For the night runs
the tank w:as illuminated with searchlights so that the horizontal cross--
hairs could be accurately placed in elevation at the base of the turret.
Then the sweep procedure previously described was performed.

2.4 Supplementary Measurements

The contractual requirements of the field program were completed
sufficiently ahead of schedule to allow a large number of supplementary runs.

4i These runs in part served to resolve questions raised during the first part
of the program, such as tank warm-up temperatures and the effects of mud,
rain, snow and fog on apparent temperature measui-ements. They also allowed

* See Addendum, page 115
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the use of other targets, such as trtcks, jeeps, and napalm fires. In

addition the radiometer was mounted in a 50 foot high cherry-picker to

enable a view of the tank from the angle of an incoming missile.

2.4.1 Tank Warm-up

The purpose of this run was to see if tank engine tem-

perature had an effect on its apparent temperature, To determine this the

rear of the tank was moved to within 25 yds. of the dish, the cross-hairs

centered on the exhaust and the tank allowed to cool for over 4 hours.
The signal from the cold engine compartuent was then nulled out, the engine

turned on, and the subsequent change in the null condition, indicating a

change in apparent temperature, duly noted on the pen recorder. In addition,
the thermodynamic temperatures of the tank exhaust and engine compartments,

both before and after engine turn on, were measured with the aid of thermo-

couples. The tank was allowed to run until its apparent temperature
stabilized (about 45 minutes). During this time the unbalance created by

the increased engine temperature was mulled out, the new dial reading noted,
and the dial returned to its original setting. After engine turn off the

radiometer remained pointed at the tank, to record the cooling-off curve,
u,,il A ne 5 'aO radioctric ton pcr... r- as r-... T took a-r-4

matoly one hour, thus completing the run. A number of such measurements

were taken to determine data repeatibility. Table 3-2 contains a summary

of data from all the tank runs,

2.h.2 Tank Rotation Runs

Rotation runs were taken in order to find out which tank

aspect angles provided the maximum and minimum temperature differential with

the background. The radiometer cross-hairs were maintained on the base of

the turret as the tank was slowly rotated in a tight circle at 100 and 300

yds. In order to include all views of the tank on the limited dynamic range

of the pen recorder, the radiometer was initially nulled out on the front

view, which gave the minimum signal. Thus peaks in the data curve (see

Figure 2-25) representing signals from other aspect angles, signify colder
temperatures than the front view base line.

2.4.3, 2.4.4 Truck and Jeep Runs

The apparent temperatures of a 2 1/2 ton truck

and a jeep were tahen for both front and side views. Measurements of the

truck Ta were made at 50, 300 and 500 yds. while those of the jeep were at

50 yds. The heights of the azimuth sweeps made at 50 yds are illustrated

in Figures 2-26 and 2-32. In addition, rotation runs of both targets were

made in a mnnner s•ni!lr to that dn.scribed previously for the tank. See

Figures 2-26 through 2-33.
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2.h.5 Napalm Fire Runs

Up until this point in thc program, all targets viewed

tave been detected by virtue of their reflection of radiation from the
"cold" sky, thus making them appear, to the radiometer2 cooler than
the background. Now it was desirnble to see how well the instrument
could detect targets that were hotter tnan the background0  To assist
in this part of the program a team from the Army Chemical Center at
Edgewood, Nd. was called in to provide napalm .. and flame thrower equip-.
ment.

At first the napa.aTn was p~iaea in a 2 foot d~ameter
puddle 25 yds. from the radiometer and ignited, The radiometer which
had Initially bell uhulled out on [hu temperatu.re of the unlit napalm
was now rebalanzed on the burning chemical and the new dial -eading
noted, thus indicating its apparent temperat-ure (see Figure b--34).
This was repeated at. 100 yds. with a larger fire. A third run waq
conducted to exnm]ine Le (rtf[ot oe' h-vi og lNinri g rannp:ilm betw(ee1n

the tank and the radiometer. To accomplish this, the napalm was
soTread in -0 Cnnl-,- -r.Irir it 9 .H0 irP -ro tien I 0 -c -i

the $0 ydo point-, The radiometer was focused on t.he tank, nulled out.,
and the napalm was ignitedo Un'fortunat-ely, [the flame never c.hnbed
high enough to obscure tLu Lank, Ilow~ec., the smoke from th, lirc
completely blotted out the tank and this in itself provided a o•.x o
test (see Figures 2..-3 2-30)o The finai test involved measul.ring
the apparent temperature of Oursts from a flame thrower (Figure 2-37).
A technician with a flame thrower was, placed N yds. in front of the
radiometer with the nozzle pointing ai a sma.l angle from the dish
axis. The radiometer was initially null'ed out on this bac:kgroun-,,
a six second burst was fired and a new null .reading made ouring thc.
burot,

2,1,6 Snow, Fog and _ain Runs

Winter in the Chesapeake Bay area of' Iiary2.ana is a good
time of the year to determine the e rfe'.-, of ,,lco- weather 'oadit.ions
on the apparent target temperatures,<: All of ÷hese measurements were
made of the front and side vaews of a tank at a range of 300 yds
(see Figures 2-38 through 2.40$, in the case- oil the snow and fog runs
the tank was comipletely cb -1:wed .isual.y. ..,'1! e .C place tie hIra-
zontal cross-hairs at correct elewati-on on 1 he oase of thin turret it,
was necessary to wait for a temporary br,-a< the fog Mi1d snow, The
actual runs were then. made when the t.arge'. wav once again r ,mp etatdy

4• obscured.

2.L.7 Tank Views irom 2herrvpicker?.

test came from viewing thm tank wIth tel rad.iometer from ihs- :ingie of
an incoming missileo This was;- ace seplished by placing the raaiometer
and associated equipment in the basxet of a "crerrvpicker", ligure .-J10.
Through the use of this devace the h(i.ght of thie radiometer codai be
varied continuously between 0 and NO o'ee thus enabling the tank t.o he
viewed from various aspect, angles from (i to 1t', .igures 2 --LII-.:,

2-L5). Inability to further redu'e the • •3,'at ion !4Yrie o ' atie rý i, oooeter
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dish prevented viewing the tank at angles greatcr than )o(. Apparent tem-
peratures were taken in 100 intervals with the tank at a distance of 47
feet from the base of the cherrypicker (Figure 2-46). In addition, use of the
cherrypicker permitted the determination of the, greatest distance at 'which a
tank could be detected from elevations other than ground level (Figure 2-h7).

2.h.8 Reference burface Runs

Two reference surfaces were periodically viewed .by the
radiometer in order to relate easily the apparent temperatures determined
in this experiment with those measured in future ones, Any future experi-
menter can readily relate his rRadinE: wi th those in this report by dupli-
cating the reference surface set-up described and comparing the two sets
of temperatures. The surfaces were h by 8 feet in area and placed at an
angle of 450 with the ground 23 yds. from the radiometer dish. The first
reference surface was a shoet microwave absorbing material* which gave a
temperature reading hotter than the background. A temperature reading
colder than the background was given by a sheet of unpolished aluminum,
the second reference surface. in addiLion to measuring the apparent tem-
peratures of these surfaces periodically, they were employed in certain
other tests. The apparent temperature of the aluminum was measured when
covered With layela. uf WLe and uty Pu in ai uffort to simulate the cfi'cot
these coatings would have on the apnareni temperature of a tank. Also
measured was the apparent temperature of the aluminum as a function of its
angle with the ground0  This heLped to determine fMm which angular sur-
faces on a target the largest signal return might be expected.

2X9 Audio Modulation of the hicrowave Signal

In an effort to determine if the microwave signal from the
tank is being modulated by the sound from the tanks engines, the rear of
the tank was placed 25 yds. from the radiometer and the dish trained on the
engine compartment, The output of the 97 cps detector was fed into an audio
amplifier and loudspeaker assembly ard the tank was turned on.

*See Addendum, page I1S
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3, DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1 Calibration Procedure

In order to determine the absolute apparent temperatures of the
targets viewed, calibration runs were performed each day and sometimes
twice a day 0  Reference to the radiometer block diagram9 Figure 2-)', will
aid in understanding the procedure used0

As in all Dicke type radiometers in order to eliminate the effects
of slow changes in receiver gain, the microwave input to the mixer was
switched between the antenna and a source of constant temperature, in this
case, the termination of the ferrite switch. Any difference between the
antenna temperature and the temperature of the terminahion results in a
D.C. voltage at the output of the integrating cir:it, The magnitude and
sign of this voltage represents the magnitude and sense of the temperature
differential. The chopper of the D.C. amplifier alternately samples this
voltage and a calibrated reference voltage, In the smasurement procedure,
the reference voltage is adjusted until a null reading is obtained from the
Output Of the D.C. amplif.for signifyng that the integrator voltage was
matched in both ayaa.plitudle a•d sign by the reference voltage. The dial
reading for the reference source is then noted, the calibration procedure
rclate-; thia dial retiding to the tcrmperature in the main guCrrdp nf thr -intenna
by inserting in the main guide known tempe.ratures from a noise source and
balancing -them out with the reference source0

During. calibration the artierma is pointed at the sky at a 32.5o
angle with the hrrizontan, T!'hn nntr'nni i.PeMTiertre eorrtribution to tire

main guide temrperature is known from the sky curvei given in Figure 3-1.
These show sky temperatures for three different types of weather conditions
as a function of angle. For 32.50 from the horizontal these temperatures
are 36 0 K - clear9 51 0 K - cloudy and 128 0K - rain ( hm~m,/hr)o The other
contribution to the main guide temperature comes from a 104,l00K noise
source which is passed through a calibrated microwave attenuator and coupled
into the main guide via a 9.4 db directional coupler, By varying the micro-
wave attenuator, accurately known noise temperatures are introduced into
the main guide where they combine with the temperature contribution from
the antenna. The resulting integrator voltage representing the resultant
main guide temperature is nulled out with the referenme voltages and the
dial reading noted0  Hence the corresponding calibration curve is a plot
of main guide temperature versus reference voltage dial reading,

During the measurement proc-ess, m!'-aximum attenuation (greater than
50 db) is placed in the calibrated attenuator in order to negate the effect of
the noise source contribution to the main guide temperature. Appendix B
derives an equation for antenna temperature which takes into account this con-
tribntion frn., the noise source allong with the effefts of noir:y and lossy corm-

ponents on the main guide temperature. The resulting equation modifies the
existing calibration. curves, To take account of this9 the forty-seven original

calibration runs were separated into three groups on the basis of similarity

(less than 10% deviation). While the groups themselves are separated by

more than 50 %', no uunre in any one grr_•p dr.rf'ers Crop anv,,tHrv by more than
a few degrees. In each group there is a preponderance of one of the three
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types of weather conditions mentioned earlier. The fair weather group is
composed of hO% fair weather calibration runs; the cloudy group of 65%
cloudy runs; and the rainy group of 75% rainy runs. A representative curve
from each group was choscn and replotted using the derived antenna temperature
equation (See Figures 3-2, 3-3, and 3-h). 1i' there were only three distinct
types of weather during the field program, and the sky temperature for each
type were accurately known and included in the calibration calculationap
one might expect only one universal calibration curve. However, gradations
in the degree of cloud cover and the resulting deviations introduced by
trying to classify them into three types of weather produced the three
separate calioration curves, These curves do not differ in slope but only
in intercept on the Y-axis. This difference is not a source of error sioce
each curve represents a calibration that is accurate in itself and the shift
of intercept is compensated for in the data when the same temperature is
represented by different dial readings for the three groups.

In order to obtain the target temperature corresponding to a
given dial reading, the value of 126h LAT for that reading is picked off
the applicable curve and the sky temperature at time of mieaburearent added
to it.
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3.2 Personnel Measurements

Of all targets used in the field program, personnel pro-
vided the least contrast with the background and hence were the most diffi-
cult to detect. Table 3-1 lists the measured temperature (T ) for each
target viewed along with its measured temgperature differentAl (AT en.
AT is the difference between the measured temperature of a targeto Yith
Ditr background and the measured temperature of the background alone.
The radiometric temperature of a target has significance only when related
to the environmental conditions surrottinng dt. at the twie of measurement.,
These environmental conditions include air temperature, type of cloud cover,
degree of shade as well as the apparent temperature of the. ground end the
target position. Apparent ground temperature is also a function of tne
environmental conditions just mentioned. In view of this6 and in con.-
sideration of the fact that most range equations are in terms of target-
background temperature differential, the most significant term presented
in the tables is that of ATM.

At the ranges of personnel measurements (less than .50 yards)
the beam subtends a two foot, diameter circle, it was centered on the upper
portion of the soldiers chest so that his helmet would be included in the

bc em - -- V' Cý- -41

ing a two foot diameter circle, the temperafure meastred (T,) dnes not
correspond to the apparent temperature diseusseid in Appendix A, For cer-
tain ranges in the tank runs, however., the ta-get does completely fill1 the
beam and the measured temperature., T1, is equal to the apparent temperatureo,
Ta.

In comparing the three different views (Table 3-.t'., it can
be s e en that the side view resulted in the la:rgest ATp,9 the front view
the next largest, and the prone view the smaLlest. This can be understood
by considering the target temperature measured by the radiometer is heavily
dependent upon the amount of metal on the target, specifically the helmet,
which is reflecting colder radiation from the sky, This creates a temperature
differential when viewed by the radiometer against a hot background of earth.
In thte side view, a greater helmet area is exposed to the dish than in a
front view, thus the larger ATMo The prone position has a smaller AT
than the front view because the reflection of sky radiation by the hekmer.
is the only contribution to the total measured AT M. In the front, position
other contributions are made by other portions of the target as well as
the helmet.

Repeat of the three basic. views at night showed almost exact
correlation with the AT 's of the same views taken cdring the day. During
rain runs, the greater •, of the prone view over the front view is a pro-
bable result of the solid~r lying in a large puodle of water, Hence the
AT of the prone view was increased by the sky reflection off the water.
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None of the AT 's of the soldier target exceeded 5 0 K. The

target filled more than ý5% of bean area and it may be assumed that if
the beam were completely filled the ATa would not be more than 70K for

even the most favorable position.
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3.3 Tank Measurements

The tank targets, due to a large mass of rulatively high reflectivity
metal, provided sizable thermal contrasts with their backgrounds of low re-
flectivity ground and trees. These contract-s are largest when the tank com-
pletely fills the radiometer beam at the shorter ranges and get progressively
smaller as the beam area becomes larger than the tank at greater ranges and
the background temperature is integrated into the radiometer output along
with the tank temperature.

Even though a large number of runs were taken (/I total number of
tank measurements) with the tank engine on, there was no noticeable effect.
on. its apparent temperature from that of the engine off condition0 This may
be seen by comparing runs (T.3, T,-4•, (T.ý5, T-6), and (T9, T.•10) to cite
just a few rcpresentative runs. In addtiMon to data supporting this fact

obtained during the regular tank measurements,; special supplementary runs
were taken to investigate it further. The results of these are described
in Section 3.4., In the few instances where thorc are subst.nt. ..l Ann
between the engine on-engine off condition, the runs were taken on different
days and a variation in weather conditions explains the difference in the
AT. s. Since the engine on condition baa no efiect, the runs vwhwre thib Wab
the only 1 ssLmoltar changcd -.,ill bc used to rnnenforo•n. ,h. reA n in t-he corres-
ponding engine-off condition if the da a ;,aF taken on the same day, and to
study the effects of weather on the AT½ it' the data for the engine on-
engine off conditions were taken on ,iii Joo'QI1L -lays,

The measured temperatures (Ti), apparent background temperatures
(T ), and measured temperature differen ials (AT ) are listed for all
ta~k targets in Table 3-2. In cases where ,he týhrget completely fills
the beam, primarily at .50 yds, T and 6T, are equal respectively. to the
apparent temperature (Ta ), and tie diffe.enc.e between the apparent tem-
peratures of target and background (AT ). Tnis is indicated as such Jn
the table. in adoition, the e rwironaQehuaal conditions accompanying each
temperature measurement are also listed.

3.3.1 Apparent Tank Temperatures and Differentials,•R__ 5Oyi___

At the 50 yard range the temperatures measured on the pen
recorder (Ti) are equal to the apparent temperatures (T ) since the targets
completely ýill the radiomete.r bea. Hvece thne te... _ma ae omes N' •ani fyv-
ing the difference in appaTent temperatures between the target and its back-
ground. Table 3-3 lists the AT 's of all the 50 yd runs together for the
purpose of comparison, At 50 yas the radiometer beam is 2-1/2 feet in dia-
meter so that three separate azimuth sweeps across the tank at 3 values of
elevation were taken, The p ieons of these sw.. eeps nay be seen by referrinr
to figures 2-7 and 2-1O where the centers of the sweeps are marked by white
dots on the photographs, or to Figure 2-f9 where the sweeps are marked cLearly
on a line drawing of the tank,
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* These runs made at ranges such that TM = T and ATM - ATA'

KEY (Applies to Tables 3-1 and 3-2)

TM Measured Temperature. Actual temperature measured by

radiometer, representing combined temperature of all

objects, target and background, included in radiometer
beam.

T = Background temperature, Temperature of the background

AT = Measured Temperature Differential. Difference between
Mback~ground temperature (T )t anld combhined targ'et and back-

ground temperature (TM).

TA Apparent Temperature. Special case of T where beam is

completely tilled oy target,

AT a Apparent Temperature Differential0  Difference between
a background LomperaLuce' atid appa'enlý UWIIpeaLUorU of UargeIu.
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Apparent Temperature Differentials (ATa), (0K)

Front. Side3 /

*T-l T-2 T-7 T-8 T-13 iT-lh T-I5 T-16
Sweep "A" 8 37 26.5 35 6.5 12 1?
Sweep "B" 23.5 58 63.5 59 63.5 38.5 61
Sweep "C" 31.5 03 4.3 39S5 52 27 53 h8
Average 21 h5 hh.h 4h )iO.6 23.5 h2 h3.5

hain Rain

TABLE 3-3

T A K A 11 A l t LL IN T ' 11Jfl± 4 U I M ,f £11ý ,'11 1 .' I J1 - ,:L I J f1 V I A I C r.1 ' f ' I 1 1,.

*NOTE: it can be clearly seen from Table 3-3 that Runs T-1 and T-iL, have con-
siderably lower AT 's for each sweep than the remaining runs. This
is because T-1 andaT-lh were taken during a moderate rain (hmm/hr)
while the other runs were taken either in fair or moderatelýy cloudy
weather. Therefore, since they represent a special wealýhcr condition
they are only included in this table for the purpose of completeness.
The discussion of the results listed in Table 3-3,that follows, will be
exclusive of these two runs. They will be considered under a later
Section (3.3.8), weather effects.

iteference to Table 3-3 shows that the AT 's of each sweep for the
fxrontL and back views correspond closely, as do those of 6ide and 3/h rear
views. This is explained by the similarity in physical appearance between
views: the back-view roughly resembling the front, and the 3/h rear view
being but a slight modification of the side view. It is also interesting
to note that the AT Is for sweep "B" through the center of the tank, are the
largest of the threg sweeps and almost identical for all four views. In addi-
tion, the AT 's of sweep "All for the side and 3/. rear views are smaller than
the corresponding ones for the front and back views. This is to be expected
since the bogey wheels of the side view do not have as smooth n reflecting
surface as the front of the treads. However, the sweep "1" 7alues for the
side and 3/h rear views are higher than those of the front and back because
of the larger area of smooth turret surface. Thus, we see in general that
smooth surfaces at an angle approximately h5 with the horizontal (see
Section 3.h.8) beoter reflect the cold sky temperatures and hence provide
larger contrasts with the background than surfaces that are irregular and atiCONFHIDENTEAL
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goblique angles. The relative difference in AT a I between different sweeps
and views may be explained solely by the presence or absence of such surfaces,

To obtain the average apparent temperature differential over the
entire tank the values of AT for the three sweeps are numerically averaged
for each view. These are prAsented in the last column of Table 3-3 and form
the most important part of the table since they represent the "agparent tem-r
perature differentials of a tank", They vary in value from 40.6 K to 45IIK
a spread of only 4.4 2 K. The close grouping indicates that high and low con-
trast sweeps for different views averaged out to the same value. It may also
be stated that the temperatureV differential between the tank and its background
is essentially constant for all viewing angles of the tank, the value being
43 0 K for this grouping of data.

The apparent temperatures e1 the tank target f-'nr 1 I 4 e11
listed in Table 3-h. The averages of the three sweeps, found in the last column
of the table, range from 130.80 to 151 0 K exclusive of the rain runs. The total
range of apparent temperatures for all weather conditions from fair to moderate00 O0

rain (h m.m./hr) is from 130O8K to 23ýo6 K or about 1000 K. Thie agIoPs wIth
the increase in uky temperature of 1OO K due to moderate rain as reported in
Recf. 13. Roforence to the w,,Lhi7r diUa i'n Table 3-25 snows tnat the fairest,
days produced the lowest. T 'v while Uhe ralny ., ouud Uls 1 ~g1ecst ' K'
This is to be expected witf a target of high reflectivity, It may also be
noted that the background temperature dcecreases frotm sweeps A to U' as tie radio-
meter is raised in height since more of the horizon is included in the beam.

Apparent Tank Temi)eratures (Ta) (°K)

Front Back Side

T-1 T.-2 T7 T_8 T-13 T..1". T -15 T-16
Sweep "A" 213.5 144 173 166 .16S 251 1665 .479
Sweep "B" 199 119.5 132 tlS.f 127 219 116.r 12865
Sweep "C" 191.5 129 148 132.5 131.5 231 122 l20
Average 201.3 130.8 151 132 .3 148.3 2.1 .3.3 6 1 ?5 1503

Rain hain

TABLE .3•4

TANK APPARENT TENPE~iTURES R = 50 yards

WCUIFUDENi AL



3.3.2 Measured Tank Temperature Differentials at Other RangesR *= 300, 500 yards.

TankR were placed at ranges greater than 5U yds to
see if they were detectable and if so the magnitude of their temperature
differential. In addition, the data obtained from these runs permitted veri-
fication and check of the range equation, derived in Appendix D, once the value
of tank apparent temperature was known from the runs made at 50 yds.

The AT i's for the 300 and 500 yard runs are listed in
Table 3-5. A sample calcula ion on the data from T-l1 using eq. 4 Appendix D,
yields a measured temperature differential of 80 K with the background. This
compares favorably with the ATM of 70K actually measured.

Measured Temperature Di.ffere.tials AM.. (K)

Range Front Back Rear

T-3 T-4 T-9 T-1O T-17 T-18
300 (yards) 6 6 2 2 9

T-5 T-6 T-1I T.-d12 T-19 T-20
500(yards) 5 5.5 7 6.5 5.5 5.5

TABLE 3-5

MEASURED TANK TWIPERAIURE DIFFERENTIAL R-3O0,500 yards

The ATM tS for the 300 yard runs are much smaller than
those predicted by the equation. In fact, the measured temperature of the
tank in run T-18 was actually hotter than the background. Reference to Table
3-2 shows that all the remaining 300 yard runs including those with camouflage
(T-24, T-25) and the night runs (T-36 through T-39) indicate measured tem-
peratures that are also hotter than the background. Hence, we'are faced with
the unusual result that all the 300 yd tank measurements taken show either a
ATM smaller than it should be or even a positive AT that shows the tank to

j be hotter than the background. Measurements taken ýt every other range, even
on the same day and under exactly the same conditions as the 300 yd runsp in-
dicate the tank to be colder than the background by a AT, predictable from
the range equation. Careful study of all 300 yd data and photographs of the
test range revealed the cause of these unusual results. The test procedure

* U
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used to obtain the tank measurements (described in Section 2.2) involves first
balancing the radiometer out on the target. The difference between the two
resulting dial readings on the reference potentiometer being proportional to
the difference in temperature between the background to the right of the tar-
get and the combined temperature of the target and that portion of the background
immediately behind it that is included in the beam. Apparently, at the radio-
meter elevation needed to center the beam on the 300 yd target, there is a
change in background temperature as a function of azimuth angle which does
not exist at either of the dish elevations corresponding to the 50 or 500 yd
ranges. This irregularity, which might be caused by the dip in the tree line
illustrated in Figure 2-16, provides a background temperature to the right of
the target that is somewhat lower than the temperature of the background immedi-
ately behind it. Hence, after balancing out on this cold portion of the background
the tank with its hotter background provided a less negative AT, than might be

expected and in some runs even a positive one.

3.3.3 Camouflage Runs

The effect of placing a comouflage net on the tank was

to inroeace its apparent temperature. Reference to Table 3-2, runs T-22 and

T-23, shows that the average AT was reduced by two-thirds, from a ATa -270K

to a AT - 90K, by the introduction of the camouflage. This decrea.9 in

temperature differential is a resuilt of the net shielding the tank from the
incident sky radiation (See Figure 2-16). The positive ATMI s obtained at
the 300 yard range (T-24, T-25) are explained in the preonping section. How-
ever, the relative differentials still indicate the "camouflage on" condition
to be thc warmer of the two. At the 500 yd range the targets are still
detectable with camouflage.

3.3.4 Sky Background Runs

Reference to runs T-29 through T-32 in Table 3-2 in-
dicates that the apparent temperatures of the tank were lower than the back-
ground even when the background was the sky at the horizon (See Figure 2-20).
This is a result of apparent sky temperature being warmest at the horizon.
The tank reflected an integrated temperature from the entire sky, which was
colder than that at the horizon, and hence, it appeared colder than its horizon
background. The tempereture differentials measured are not as great as those
obtained when the background was earth or trees whose temperaturcs are con-
siderably warmer than the horizon. Thereforeo on a rainy day when the entire
sky is warmer, one might expect more difficulty detecting a tank against
a sky background than against one of trees or hills. The side view,, 4tn
its greater area of smooth reflecting surfaces, produced a slightly larger
AT than did the front view.
j 3.3.5 Shade Runs

A smaller ATý is to be expected between the tank and
3 its background if the former is in Iny way shielded from the cold radiation

of the sky. A natural shielding effect of this sort takes place when the
tank is in a shaded environment. Since the field test was performed during
the winter months, not much shading was available. Nevertheless, the tank
was placed in a&wooded area and in addition, behind an amount of foliage
such that it was difficult c, visually view. (Figure 2-22 pictures the

U II1g EITAL
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target condition. The tank, with its driver standing atop it, is just

barely discernible at the left of center). Table 3-2, Runs T-3h, T.-35, in-
dicates a AT of about h.5 0 K which is considerably smaller Uhm:u one would
expect if thR target were in an open field at the same range. However,
it is still significant to note that the tank may be detected radiometrically
even when it is all but invisible to the naked eye.

3.3.6 Night Runs

Because of the unusual background condition at 300 yds,
described in Section 3.3-2, the night runs, which were all made at this distance.
provided positive temperature differenLials and appeared warmer than their
backgrLound. Sinoc the degree of background irregularity is unknown and the
lateral postion of the tank with respect to it variable on each orcasion, it
is not possible to compare the night riOamroraents with those taken during the
day at other ranges. However, one may note (Table 3-2 Runs T-36 through T.-39)
that they are consistent among themý,selves and the AT ts compare ½i magnitude
with those of buone of t-e 30V y ..aca.urenentstkn .- t .. . F rom.th
results of the night personnel runs (Section 3-2) one iiLght expetA liiOke
change in the ATM Is of a tank between day and night conditions provided the
a1mount of clOUU cover riculaiflid LIh I u

30.3.7 THarget Identification

Throughout the course of the field test prograum9
it was noticed that on certain of the data tapes obtained there was a correla-
tion between the physical properties of the tank and the shape of the result..
ing curve. This is clearly indicated in Figure 2-11 which shows sweep "A"
across the back view of a tank. The presence of the treads on either side
of the open space in the bottomi center of the tank is reflected in the
corresponding curve. This occurred at a range of 50 yds where the beam is
only 2-1/2 feet in diamettr. At !5Uo yds, where the beam is considerably
larger than the tank, Figure 2-15 snows that the same back view gives another
characteristic indication on the tape. Here, an observer might note that
the target he is viewing is symmetrical because of the symmetry indicatc.d
on the curve. Note: The curve on the left of Figure 2-55 is aoymmotrinal
because the signal peak was nulled oiiut to obtain its temperature as explained
in Section 2-2.

A side view at the 3uO yd range generates a different.
shaped curve (Figures 2-21, 2-214). The sweep is made from the back to the
front(gun points to the rear in all measurements nade) of the tank. The curve
builds up to a peak slowly and then falls off sharply. This corresponds to
the shape of the tank whose cross-sectional area is small over the back, in-
creases to a maximum at the turrets and then falls off to nothing at the
front.

T'nus,; not only may we obtain information about the
location of target from its measured temperature but also to some extent,
identification by examining the shape of its temperature curve. The instrument
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used in the field program was not designed specifically for target identi-
fication purposes. However, some of the data obtained from it indicates that
identification capabilities might be realized from future passive radio-
metric systems which have appropriate beam widths, uniform azimuth sweeps
and other features which lend themselves to this application.

3.3.8 Weather Effects

According to radiometric Lheory, the apparent tem-
perature of a target is affected by the environmental conditions surrounding
it. If the object is of high reflectivity, the illumination condition of the
sky becomes the significant factor in determining its temperature. The tem-
peratures of objects of low reflectivity are not affected by the sky condition
but are a function of their thermodynamic temperatures. During the field pro-
gram~measurements were obtained over a variety of climatic conditions to en-
able study of the effect of various weather states upon detection range.

The results listed in Table 3-2 show that changes in
air tomperature, relative humidity, light conditions, time of day, and the
thermometric temperature of the tank all played a relatively minor role in
determining apparent temperature differentials between the tank and its
background. In addition, it is important to note that normal changes in
cloud cover from clear skyu to heavy clouds did noL appreciably change Lihs
sky temperature so t~hat the AT 's taken during these conditions did not
vary significantly. This is ihlustrated in Table 3-3. The weather con-
ditions for the 6 rims (excluding the rain runs) vary from fair to heavily
overcast and yet there is a spread in the average apparent temperature differ-
entials of only h.& K. The only climatic condition that was found to play
a major role in changing target background temperature differentials was
rain. As illustrated in Table 3-3, a moderate rain ( bm.m./hr) reduced the
average AT from 43°K to 22 0 K, or about 51% of its original value. This
reduction In contrast is predominately caused by the increased sky temperature
due to the rainfall. Only a small portion of the reduction is caused by
attenuation by the rain of the microwave signal between the target and the
radiometer. The fact that the target-background differential is hardly
affected by a change from fair to cloudy weather and is largely reduced when
the weather turns to moderate rain, may be explained through reference to the
sky temperature curves in Figure 3-1. It may be seen that there is but a
small difference in sky temperature between the clear and moderately cloudy
states but quite a large increase in temperature for the moderate rain
condition.

""
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3.4 Supplementary Measurements

3.4.1 Tank Warm-Up

Examination of the initial data from the tank runs
indicated that engine temperature had no effect on the apparent temperature
of the tank. To substantiate this result, the conditions described in Section
2.4.1 were set up. The tank used was one that had a distributed type exhaust
with the combustion gasses passing through a finned area of about 9 square
feet. At the 25 yd tank range the radiometer beam was only 2 feet in diameter,
and was directed so that the entire beam was subtended by the finned area.
If there was any effect on Ta duo to engine temperature, it would certainly
be detected under these circumstances. Thermocouples placed on the side of the
ehgine compartment. and on other parts of the tank indicated that the "engine
on" condition produced little if any temnperatur(e rise in these areas, There
were four runs taken of this target condition, Each of them showed stable
and constant radiometer outputs before the tank engine was turned on, and an
immediate rise of between 3UK and 7 0 K, above the balance point for a colcI tank,
after engine ignition. t his •m•ll rbu.l. in Lseiiyeaat•.a t ,Lb-to u'1(. hc
cxheust nr'e (only 9 9qTrn feet) was nnt of sufficient magnitude to effect
the apparent tank temperature at ranges greater than 25 yds and did not have
a noticeable effect on the regular tank measurements, TheoreLically., this
temperature rise should disappear after the tank engines have been turned
off. However the two hour period of tine reqculred for this cool.-eff was
longer than the stability period of the radiometer, and shifts in the bal-
ance point prevented the verification of this expected result.

3.4.2 Tank Rotation Runs

Rotation of the tank at a range of 100 and 300 yds
indicated that both front and back views gave similar contrasts with their
background and were the minimum of any view. The 3/4 view gave the greatest
contrast being about 14 0 K larger than either the front or the back. Figure
2-25 indicates the profile obtained at the 100 yd range. The signal from
the back view does not drop to the front view level in this tape, because
the speed of rotation had to be increased in that position in order to pre-
vent stalling. This tape clearly indicates that the signal from the 3/1

view is the largest while the returns from the sides are intermediate bet-
ween the front and 3/4 view signals. The 300 yd rotation run, (Figure C-6)
was taken at a constant tank rotation speed and nlearly indicates identicalAtemperatares for the front and back Lank views.

3.4.3 Truck Runs

The 2 1/2 ton truck was the largest target viewed with
the radiometer. It had verticalsides and its only eurved surfaces were the
front hood and the front fenders. Table 3-6 shows the T ), TB, and AT for
this target. Reference to Figures 2-27, 2-28 and 2-29 sfows that the~truck
apparent temperature differentials at 50 yds taried widely with the surface

'(7"In DN DZN 7 L
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within the beam, In the side view, large signals were obtained from the curved
front hood and front fender while smaller differentials resulted from the wheels
and the vertical main body. The front view. with its large proportion of curved
surfaces, produced uniformly high AT 's. The elevation positions of the four
azimuth sweeps are indicated by the tape marks in Figure 2-26.

Run Target Condition TM TB ATM Weather
No.o ()K) (°K(

3S3 Side View., Im5O yds, * Swee.p "A" 176 156 10 Cloudy
Sweep 'W" .166 i86 20 Overcast
Sweep "C" 176 188.5 12-5
Sweep "D" 169.5 1ý92.5 23

S-4 Front View, Rr50 yds *Swcep "A" 176.5 186.5 10 Cloudy
bweep "B 4•',5 .L86.5 28. Overcast
Sweep "C' '65 1890, 22.5
Sweep "D" 169.5 189 20.5

S Side View, R:J300 yds 145 17 Sunn.

s-6 Front View, iR=JO0 yrds .5ý 160 7 41" of
S-7 Side View, R-500 yds 152.5 .:6, O Snow on
s-8 Front View., R--5O0 yds 156o5 162 5,5 Ground

TABLE h -6

TRU 47 MEAS I•JENNTS

* For these runs, range is such that TM ' TA and AT. - ATAo

At 50 yds, the average AT for the side view is 16.4 0K and that for the
front view is 20.7°K. For the 300 and 500 yd ranges. howeverjthe side view
gives a larger measured LemparaLure diff•r•nrial because of its increased
surface area (See Figure 2-30).

In the truck rotation runs, perforned at 100 and 300 yds, the 3/4 rear
view made the greatest contrast with the background, exceeding the front and
back views by 200 K (Figure 2-31, C06). The side view gives a AT about half.-
way between the maximum of the 3/A rear view and the minimum ci' ofe front and

S CINF WID]EHTIIAL



back views.

3.4.4 Jeep Runs

Table 3-7 lists the T , AT and TB of the jeep target

at the 50 yd range. The elevation positions o• the azimuth sweeps are shown
in Figure 2-32.

Run No. Target Condition Ta TB ATa Weather

(OK) (OK) (OK)

3-16 Side View, Sweep "A" 164 181.5 17.5 Cloudy
Sweep "iB" .... i81.5 0 Overcast

S-17 Front View, Sweep "A" 157.2 178.5- 23 .3 Cloudy,
Sweep "B" 159.5 181 21.5 Overcast

TABLE 3-7

JEIP MEAStItEMENTS, Rm' 50 yds

As in the truck runs, the views with the grcatest amount
of curved surface provided the largest contrast with their background. Hence
Sweep "A" of the side view and both sweeps of the front view have large AT 's.
Figure 2-33 shows the signal,which is at a low level along the canvas portdon
of the body, rise to a peak when the curved front hood is reached., The rotation
runs, performed at 100 yds, indicate the largest AT M to come from the front of
the jeep, the smallest from the rear, with the sides occupying a position mid-
wa between the two extremes. The differential between front and back views is
10 K (See Figure C-B).

3.4.5 Napalm Fire Runs

0 The apparent temperature of burning napalm was found
to be 320°K, or 3470 K hotter than the background temperature of 1730 K (Figure
2-34). This measurement was obtained at a range of 25 yds from a burning puddle
of napalm. It is interesting to note that as the fire reduced in intensity
the radiometer reflected this by gradually drifting to a cooler unoalanced
condition after being balanced out originally on the hotter fire. A larger

i7



fire at a range of i00 yds from the radiometer gave a AT of + 150K. The
smoke from the burning napalm had no effect on the AT a tank placed behind
it. The AT from the tank was 66 0 K both before and ahter it had been com-
pletely obstured by the smoke (Figure 2-35, 2-36)o A six second burst from
a flame thrower was detected by the radiometer and found to have a AT of
70K (Figure 2-37). However., the beam was not filled by the fire and herefore
this is lower than it would be for an apparent temperature differential.

In addition to indicating the apparent temperature of napalm,
these measurements served to show that targets which are hotter than their
background are detectable with the radiometer,

3.4°6 Snow, Fog and Rain Runs

The effects of snow, fog aind rain on the measlirel tem-
perature differential of a tank target at a range of 300 yds are Listed in
Table 3-8. It can readily be seen thatof all adverse weather conditions,
rain reduces the ATM of a tank the mos.t, Snowfall aixd fog raise the sky tem-
perature very little and hence do not have an important effect on the contrast
between the tank and the background, Because of the relatively short target
distances, the predominant cause of contrast reductioxn i an iiiccviud ý,ky
temperature ratlhr tbii nt.t.ePnt,i n of thp mi rowive nignaI over the dctccL0 or,
range. See Figures 2-38 through 2..h...,

Tank
Weather Target Condition TM TB AT M

(°K) (°K) (°K)

Snow Side View 1.31 143 12
(Moderate) Front View 133 1hO 7
Fog Side View 129 1h2 13
(Visibility

= 150 yds) Front View 1.33 1h2 9
Rain Side View 198 .5 202.5 4.
(4mm/hr) Front View 199o5 201.2 1,7

TABLE 3-8

SNOW, FOG AND RAIN REASUREMENTSzR3__ Cy

Tim GET

80
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3.4.7 Tank Views From Cherrypicker

The results of viewing a tank target from above groundElevel at angles approaching 450 are significantly different from those obtained
at ground level. The physical properties of this new situation provide an
explanation for the difference. A much greater tank surface area is now exposed,
25 M2 as compared to 10 M2 from the ground. A large percentage of this area
is flat and smooth and any energy reflections from it to the radiometer come
exclusively from the sky. On the ground, however, the tank aspect angle pre-
sented many vertical and irregular surfaces which could reflect ground radiation
into the radiometer as well as radiation from the sky. Also, from an elevated
position the background is comprised entirely of ground whereas previously it
contained-part of the horizon. All these factors lead to prediction of a
greater target-background contrast when the radiometer is in an elevated position
than when it is at ground level. The meajue ements listed in Table 3-9 indicate
this to be the case.

SIDE VI9W FRONT VIEW

Aspect Angle A TB ATA TA TB AT.
(Deg) (00) (0 (OK) (OK) (OK) (OK)

10 80 182 102 97 173 76
20 97 184 87 56 172 116
30 79 .188 109 86 182 96
4o 80 188 108 59 182 123

TABLE 3,-9

TANK TEXPERATURES FL•CI CHERRYPICKER

Pictures of the equipment set-up and a view of the tank
from an elevation angle of 450 are found in Figures 2-42 through 2-45. The
temperature differentials listed in Taole 3-9 do not represent an average
over the entire tank but only one particular spot. Lack of field test time
prevented use of the sweep procedure employed when the radiometer was on the
ground. However, it is interesting to note that the highest AT obtained
from the ground measurements was 650K, whereas the largest read~ng of the
measurements taken from the air was 1230K. The results described in the next
section lead to the expectation of even greater differentials when the radio-
meter is at a 450

CONYRDENT8AL
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elevation angle with respect to the tank. During elevated measurements, fluc-

tuations in ground temperature were noticeably less than those encountered
at ground level. This quieter emission is a probable result of more uniformity
of background due to a smaller intercepted area than at ground level and also
the absence of variations along the horizon due to vegetation and sky con-
ditions.

The cherrypicker was also used to determine the maximum

detection distance of a tank target. The tank was detectable to a range of
1150 yds. The day that this measurement was taken was quite windy and the

cherrypicker basket was blown about considerably thus causing difficulty in

taking the measurement. It is expected that greater detection ranges could

have been obtained under more favorable weather conditions.

34 .0 efone Suriface Ivunc

The apparenn± t.mPenn-rbrRt.uT nf UIR MiCrowav aborin

material reference surface taken at varying intervals during the program are

listed in Table 3-10.

Run No. TB Rcf. Temp. Weathy.r
(OK) ( 0 K)

T-17 208.5 219.5 Cloudy, Overcast
T-9, T-10 186.5 19765 Cloudy, Overcast
T-19,
T-20 157 164 Sunrny
T-5,T-6 136.5 145 Cloudyc, Overcast
T-11,
T-12 195.5 20,5 Cloudy, Overcast

Table 3-10

SOM REFERENCE SURFACE TEMPERATURES

HIF R DE EAL,
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The effects of wet and dry mud on the T of the aluminum
reference are shown in Table 3-1.l a

Target - Condition - Weather - Clear Ta(°K)

Microwave Absorbing Material 195
Plain Aluminum 88
Aluminum with 1/16" thick dry mud coating 96
Aluminum with 1/11 " weL mud coating 168
Ground 1/

TABLE 3-11

EFFECTS OF MUD UN REFRnENCE bUIFACE TENPEJATURE

Both wet and dry mud reduce the reflected radiation from the
sky,

Varying the angle between the alumuinum reference surface and
ground indicated that the greatest sky reflection occurred at an angle of
1ko.

3.4.9 Audio Modulation Run

The set-up described in Section 2.4.9 indicated that there
was no apparent audio modulation of the microwave signal from the tank caused
by the vibrations of the engines.

83
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4. CONCLUSIONS * ~ ~ ' z
1. It is possible to detect most battlefield objects with a microwave

radiometer. This is true because the targets have a higher reflectivity
than their background. They present a contrast with the hot background by
reflecting the cold radiation from the sky. Targets included in this group
are tanks, personnel, trucks and Jeeps.

2. Most weather conditions have little effect on the capabilities of
a microwave radiometer to detect battlefield targets. Fog, snow, and heavy
clouds do not appreciably effect the target-background contrast. Moderate
to heavy rain, does, however, degrade the performance of the unit due to a
large increase in sky temperature.

3. Tank targets are still detectable by the radiometer even when covered
with camouflage, obscured by smoke, hidden by vegetation or against a sky
background. However, the contrast between target and background is reduced
from that of an unobstructed view.

4. Some typical target-background apparent temperature differentials are:
AT

a

Soldier - full battle dress 7 0K colder than background

L0 Tank 430K colder than background

Truck 20 0 K colder than background

Jeep 21 colder than background

Napalm Fire 1470 K hotter than background

The engine temperature of a tank has no significant effect on its apparent
temperatixre ...

5. Use of the above figure for a tank in conjunction with the radiometer
range equation and the state-of-art in equi 'ent, indicates a tank detection

range in excess of 3000 yards for a ground based radiometer.

6. Preliminary measurements indicate the distinct possibility of using
passive microwave radiometry for short range homing missile guidance or for
terminal guidance at longer ranges. A large increase in target-background
contrast over that for a ground based system was observed when the radio-
meter was placed in a cherrypicker vehicle at elevation angles approaching
45o above the tank. In addition to contrasts up to 123 0 K obtained in the
elevated position, fluctuations in ground temperature are less than those
encountered at a ground level.

7. The field program indicated that target identification through radio-
metric means is possible. Correlation between the physical shape of the

""14
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7!target and the shape of its temperature curve showed the identification as
well as the detection potential of a passive microwave system. An increased
capability in this area might be realized from future systems which have
appropriate beam widths, uniform azimuth sweeps and other features which
lend themselves to this application.

8. Passive guidance studies conducted at GPL indicate that a m.1rowave
xadiometer has a slight advantage over a similar IR device for the detection
of vehicles on a clear day, and wolld have a much larger advantage under
niore severe weather conditions.

U
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J 5. RECOMMENDATIONS it> •-&. .

1. Passive Guidance -

Line-of-Sight (LOS) - Tank background contrasts measured in the field
program indicate that use of radiometric line-of-sight guidance for a short
range anti-tank missile is feasible. Kill ranges up to 800 yards could be
expected with a system using state-of-the-art components. The missile would
employ the radiometer for homing guidance and need only bc aimed visually at
the target to insure lock-on within the 800 yard range.While the data on

A• hand indicates basic system feasibility, further study of tactical require-
ments and technical trade-offs would be needed,

Out of Line-Of-Sight (OLOS) - For tactical situations where the tank
target is beyond the direct line-of.-sight, prel-iminary data suggests that
radiometric means could be used foL terminal missile guidance° Targct-back-
ground contrasts, which measurements indicate asdouble in magnitude to those
obtainable in a line-cofl.sight situation, show that a missile launched on a
ballistic path would be able to use these contrasts tno enable course correction
in the final phase of guidance. 'The increase in contrast is duo to the greater
elevation angle associated with a long range ballistic path missile as opposed
to the small attack angle assoo.iated w.ith a short range flat trajectory
missile. To further investigate the contra:ts that would be presented by
tareets to a missile borne radiometer, it is recoinfvended that additivial
field tests be performed with the radiometer in an elevated position.

Recommended Field Program - The field program just completed has
indicated that there are IamFgecontrasts betwoon tanks and their backgrounds,
and has measured the corresponding apparent temperature differentials. Cal-
culations using these differentials in the radar range equation indicate the
feasibility of both LOS and OLOS missile guidance using radiometric means.
However, the field test described herein only provided the basic temperature
contrasts and indicated the desireability of further study. Now that this
first Igeneral step has been taken, additional tests are needed to investigate
field conditions specifically related to the missile guidance probiem. Hence
it is recommended that a twelve week field study be instituted to obtain
data that will be required for a detailed evaluation of the passive guidance
concept. The program will be planned so as to combine investigations of field
conditions pertinent to both LOS and OLOS guidance modes.

Some suggested areas of investigation with the radiometer ii.ounted in the
cherrypicker follow:

heasurement of apparent target - background contrasts at elevation
angles appropriate to simulate the angle-of-attack of both a "flat" trajectory
LOS missile and a "ballistic" trajectory OLOS missile, Targets would be

_ viewed from different aspect angles (e.g. front, side, 3/i roar). Measure-
ments would be made of tanks, trucks, bunkers, buildings, roads, and
concentration of troops.

Use of multiple targets, such as two adjacent tanks, tosme the result
of the combined contrasts in an eff'ort to determine the ability of the
missile to discriminate between them.

COIFRlDZNT1AL
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Rain has been shown to be the only atmospheric condition to have
a serious effect On target-background. contrasts. Hencce, Ad4ta. d ........ n+c
under this weather condition should be taken to specify exactly its bearing
on the effectiveness of any future guidance system0

Various reports suggest an increase in target-background contrasts
through the use of horizontal po3arizationo Therefore, part of the field
program should study the comparative merits of each type of polarization.
This data would be essential if the missile were not roll stabilized and
the polarization were to chani e continually0

The effects of countermeasures and spoofing would be studied in the
course of the field test0  Water puddles, wire mesh and microwave absorbing
material, would be used to simulate the effects of natural and man-made
conditions on the effectiveness of a passive guidance system0

A 'l~ed study UfLh natural .ontrasts inneront in any background

situation would be needed in evaluating a passive guidance system. The
magnitude of the natural contrasts between land, water, hard packed earth,
grass and trees compared to the Large ttbackground conLrasts in each oi these
environments should br dlctrminrrid ±.ThrTgb Vi rlC 'rt mrnusrT.,ren-t,,

The points on a target from which Uxe coldest sig:nal is seen in each
of the attack angles for a LOS and OLOS should be deternined.

In conjunction with the Army, various realistic tactical situations
should be established, such as field measurements for a tank under con--
ditions of complete and partial shade, or with a tank in woods and under
shrubbery, so that the. resulting contrasts could be considered in deter-

mining guidance system effectiveness0

2. Passive Surveilance and Dctectzon

The data obtained from the field program just completed has also in-

dicated the feasibility of passive target detection. Calculations indicate
that tank detection ranges in excess of 3000 yards could be achieved with

a system furnished with state-of-the-art components. Such a unit would
be at its best advantage when maximura security from eneigj detection is
desired and/or'when operating under adverse climatic conditions (snow,

fog, rain, etc.). It is recommended that furthier study be given to this
application to examine the operational requireuents of such a detection
system in conjunction with the tactical situations involved.
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3. Procedure fpr oYture Field Programs

Tank targets should be driven into arid out of the beam in order to deter-
mine their AT instead of the beam being swept through a stationary target.

This will pre~ent a background with temperature variations as a function
of azimuth angle from causing erroneous contrast readings.

The method of calibration should be changed to one that uses both a hot

and cold reference source. While no errors in AT were introduced by the
sky calibration used in this field program, uncerainties in sky temperature
created errors in the determination of absolute apparent temperature.

SII
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APPENDIX A

BASIC L-LBATIONSHIPS IN MICROWAVE hADIOMEThY

1. APPARENT TEMPERATURES

Energy emanates from all objects in the universe that are abcve a
temperature of absolute zero. This release of energy is due to the random
motion of the objects particles. If the temperature of the body is raised,
the particles move more violently and more energy is emitted. Hence, a
body at a particular temperature will emit more energy than the same body
at a lower temperature.

Thq energy released takes the form of electromagnetic waves, which in
the case of solids and liquids. are of every frequency in the spectrum.
In our application, only the microwave portion of this frequency spectrum
is of inuerest.

No perfect emitter(black body) exists in nature; all are imperfect
to some extent because they reflect some of the energy incident upon
them. The quality of the cmittor is measured in terms of its emissivity
C Enissivity is mainly a fhnction of tne surface properties of the
object. It may be defined as the ratio of the energy emitted by the body
to the energy emittea uy a periect emitter (black body) at thDe same -tem-
perature. To a firsl, approximaLionC is eonsaLnt. independent of frequency
or temperature.

Measurements have indicated that the microwave signal from a target
depends not only on its self-emission, dependent on 9 , but on the re-
flection by the target of the energy emitted by its surroundings which
is dependent on its reflectivity, .O.P is defined as the ratio of re-
flected energy to incident energy.

Thus, the microwave signal coming from a target consists of two
parts; namely, that emitted by the target due to the thermal motions of
its own molecules, and composed of radiation from surrounding objects
reflected by the target. The magnitude of the first of these two signals
depends upon the temperature of the target surface and upon its emissivity,

as explained previously. The magnitude of the second signal depends upon
the target's reflectivity, and upon the effective integrated temperature
of the target's surroundings. This may be cxprcsscd in equation form as
follows:

T =STý +pT
a �S

where: Ta is the apparent temperature of the target

C is its emissivity

Tt is its thermometric temperature

0O is its reflectivity and

T is the integrated temperatUre of the surroundings

8



Thus, to obtain the apparent temperature of an object experi-

mentally, careful consideration must be taken of the atmospheric
and environmental conditions around it, since these determine T , the
integrated temperature of the surroundings, in the above equati&n.

2. ShNSITIVITY OF TIHE SWITCHED hADIOMETER

The form of the signal emitted by a gray body is, over practical band-
widths, flat, random noise, the average level of which depends upon the
equivaleni, black body temperature of the source. The level of this noise
is quite low for most terrestrial targets being in the order of 4 x 10-15
watts per megacycle. The noise generated by the detection and amplification

portion of typical microwave receivers is many times larger than this number.
Thus, the detectton of noise type signals at the antenna is limited by the
noise figure of the receiver. Furthermore, to be of practical use a radio-
meter should have the catability of detectdng small changes in antenna noise

temperature (less than 1 K). Since the value of FT0 (F-receiver noise
figure, T 0 0 290°K) is generally above 2500, amplification within the re-
ceivir mu1t be stable to one part in cevcral thousand to detect a change
uf 1 0 K in the antenna temperature. This limitation is overcome through use
of a switched radiometer at the expense of a decrease in sensitivity (nor-

mally 3 db)o

A block diagran nY 1 switniled radi•opeter is shown in Figure i\-_[
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As previously mentioned the input to the detector is normally subject
to considerable fluctuation due to random variations in amplifier gain and
also systematic variations due to power fluctuations, ripple, etc. To make
the receiver insensitive to these variations, a convenient method is to
rapidly switch the receiver between the antenna and a source of stable tem-
perature at a frequency higher than that of the gain variation and fluctuation
spectrum.

The output of the detector is then passed through a bandpass amplifier
and a synchronous detector; the output then being applied to a low-pass
filter, The difference between the received and reference signal is then not
affected by low-frequency gain fluctuations, This technique was first used

in a radiometer by R.H. Dicke, in 1946, If the signal is switched (or amp-
litude modulated), with the switching frequency low compared tn the bandwidth
of the signal, half of the signal power is lost when the modulating function
has a 50 percent duty ratio0  Therefore, when the antenna is connected to the
receiver, the input to the detector becomes S /2 -1 N o When the ao-enna
is disconnected, the input to the detector is simply NN.

The temperature resolution AT min for the square wavw switched radio•-
meter is developed below.

'phn peek-to.-pnak square wave signal output from the microwave detector
is KBAT where AT s Llit; ,timpevaturce difference between the antenna and the
reference source and B is the acceptance bandwidth of the amplifier. Upon
filtering this system at the fundamental switching frequency, a sine wave is
obtained with an rms amplitude equal to?.

K1BNTV 4 h -L ff-C KUAT
2 If 41727

The output current of the detector is given by Kice* and for a one ohm

impedance level is equal to

I - KBa 0 (F-.1_),I) (d-e)

+ K [TO (F-l) +T] ý12bB a-.)

The a-c term is the rms current corresponding to the noise power in the
post detector bandwidth b. Allowing T to equal T 4 AT (assumes the reference
temperature at T0 as was the case in the field prSgram):

Ia-c = K[F To + AT] l-bB
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Since F T » AT

0

Ia-c' K T 0 2

The ratio of signal to noise power at the filter output is therefore:

S/N= ( 2K B A T2  1 MT
2K2 F 2T 2 bB n Fo2T 2b

The d-c signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the phase detector is
twice that of the input due to the presence of a larger carrier signal at the
switching frequency. The resultant signal-to-noise ratio is twice that, above.
Allowing for this and setting the S/N ratio equal to unity the following
result is obtained for AT, the sysqtem sen.-tivitv.

AT=LF FT

Since the receiver is a superhetrodne type and accepts input radibl-on
above and below the local oscillator frequency the input signal power is
twice that of a single channel receiver. Hence,

AT 11 FT2(7 b

where F ij the single channel noise figure, b is the post detector band-
width (-=) and B is the r-f bandwidUh. Substituting ior b:

-T F T

where t a RC, the post detection time constant.

* S.R. .ice, "Mathematical Analysis of Random Noise", Bell System Technical
Journal, January 1945.
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j APPENDIX B

DEldVATION OF THE ANTENNA TEMPEhATURE EQUATION

1. INThODUCTION

This appendix will be concerned with the equation to be used in dute~r-
ming. aup;prent- teninerature with consideration given, to noisy and lossy components within
the radiometer instrument. These include all components prior to thne balanced mixer

4%aria arc shown in thc block tniagramT oeiow.

ANT OT.qC[ COUPLER MODULATOR B ALA DNCED~
MIXER

FA T TENUj1*

NOISE
IOURCE

All components with t~he exception of the noisp soiirce and antenna wi3l
he assumed at a temperature of' 290 0K.* The antenna temperature will be de-.
noted by T and the noise source temperature will be taken as 10,100 K since
it was al;Ays on du~ring the measurement process.

The block diagram shown above will be broken down into terms of losses
and temperatures as shown below.



The following terms will be used in the equations to be derived:

TA - antenna noise temperature

ALD - Loss between the antenna and directional coupler

ATLD - Loss between the attenuator and directional coupler

LAT - Attenuator loss

NSL AT- Loss between the noise source and the attenuator

TNS - Noise source temperature

D• - Loss between the directional coupler and modulator

LM - Modulator Loss

MLBM - Loss between the modulator and the mixer

2. CALCULATION OF NOISE CONTRIBUTIONS

The contribution of noise at the mixer input due to the various sources

shown above will be calculated. Assuming all components are linear, the con-
trolling bandwidth will be that of the balanced mixer.

2.1 Noise at Input 4 of the Directional Coupler

The noise power from the noise source is:

PNS = KT watts/cps

The noise power at the input to the attenuator is:

P1 " PNS NSLAT + K (2YO) (1-NSLAT)

At the output of the attenuator the noise power is:

P2 = P1 LAT + K(290) (I-LAT)
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The noise power at input 4 of the directional coupler is:

P3 = P2 ATLD + K(290) (I-ATLD)

K TNS NSLAT + K(290) (I-NsLAT AT+ K(290) (I-LAT)j

ATLD + K(290) ('-ATLD)

PI ý KT NS NSLAT LAT ATLD + K(290) (I- NSLAT) LAT ATLD

+ (2) (-'AT) ATLD K(290) (1-ATLD)

2.2 Noise at Input 3 of the Directional Coupler

The noise power at the antanna input terminals is

PA A KTA

'rho noise power at input 3 of the directional. coupler J.s:

1:4 " "A ALD n ýL7vu) (.I-A'D'

2.3 Noise at Input 2 of the Directional Coupler

P K (290)

2.4 Nuise at Output 1 of the Directional Coupler

The directional coupler can be represented as shown below:

3

Lossless Coupling

The Goupling factor (lossless) between terminals 4 and I will be
denoted by C and the directivity betwccn terminals 2 and 1 will be denoted by
D.
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The noise power at output 1 of the directional coupler is
therefore:

P6 = [P4 L3 (1-c) + K(290) (I-L3) (1-C)] LI +

[P 3 Lh + K (290) (1-LQ)] GL1 +

[P5 L2 + K(?90) (1-,2 ) I DL1  + K(290) (1-.L)

P6 = KTA ALD L3L1 (1-C) + K(290) (1-ALD) L3L1 (1-C) + K(290) (1-L 3)(1-C)L1

+ KTINS NSLAT L AT ATLD L 4 Cl 1 + K(290) (1-NSLA) LAT ATLD L4 CL1 +

K(290) (3-Th) . lT + K(290) (1-LAT) ATLD L, CL1 +

K(290) ('-ATLD) LhCLI

"+ K(290) L2 1L1 + K(290) (1-L2) DL1

"+ K(290) (1-L1 )

2.5 Noise at the Input to the Modulator

P7 - P6 DLM + K(290) (I-DLM)

2.6 Noise at the Output of the Modulator

P8 P7 LN + K(290) (l-I.)

P6 DLM LM + K(290) (1-Dlh) 1, + K (290) (-LM)

SSince the noise contributions after the modulator are common to
both the antenna and reference temperatures during measurements they may be
considered part of the receiver noise and need not be considered here.
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3. CALCULATION OF LOSSES

The theoretical attenuation of RG 96/U is approximately 18db/IO0

feet. In practice the attenuation will be somewhat greater, therefore
a value of 20 db/lO0 feet or 0.2db/ft will be used.

NSLAT .2 x 35 0.06 db .9863

AT.D 2 x 11 0.19 db .9572

ALD =.2 x 15 0.25 db .9441
12

.2 x 1.5 = 0.025 db .9943L4 12

= .2 x 1.0
I 12 -017do..1. .9

b • -'?X .5 'ubd )8
2 12 *.o db= .i8•

.2 x 1.0 = .L7 db = .9961

L3 12

DLM = 0db = 1.0

C 0 9.4 db - .1148

D = 25 db = .00316

TNS = iO,i0OUK

Substituting bhebw values into the equation for P. the following
equation is obtained:

P = K [0.83 TA - 1050 LAT - 239.53 LM + 290 K

When measurements were taken during the field program the attenuation

(LAT) was set at 50 db. The value of P8 for this condition becomes:

P8M K[0.83 TA - 23 9.5 ] LM + 290 K
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The modulator is alternately switched between an on and off state, •
being 0.8 db in the on state and 38 db in the off state. The value of P8

for these two conditions ýs given below:

P8M (on) - K [.69 TA + 913

P (off) = K [.00013 TA + 294

The receiver output is a measure of the difference in these two quantities
and is therefore proportional to

AP =K (. 6 9TA - 199)

During calibration the modulator of course is also switched between an
L vf 0.8 db and 38.0 db. The value of P8 during calibration for these two
Anditions is accordingly:

Po(on) - K [o.69 TA + 873 LAT + 91

P8 c (Off) - K [.00013 TA + .17 LAT + 290)

The difference measured by the receiver is therefore:

APea K [.69 TA + 873 LAT - 1991

4. APPA•1T TV4PERATURE EQUATION

During the test program, the antenna was pointed at the sky during cali-
bration ana at the target object during measurement. The temperature difference
was obtained by effectively changing the setting of LAT to null out the difference
in noise power to obtain:

&P 8C AP8M

or .69 TS + 873 LAT = .69 TA

when TS . sky temperature auring calibration
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TA antenna temperature during measurement

T =T +i873
A S A6 T AT

T A T •S + 1264 LAT

In practise, LA, was not varied but instead a IC voltage was used to
null out the output If the phase detector. Calibration runs of a dial reading
corresponding to the null voltage versus settings of LAT were therefore taken
to enable calculation of TA in the above equation.
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APPENDIX 1)

TEdVATION UF IVANGE bUATI0}!S

A range equation may be derived from the proper combination of
fundamental relationships to show the range parformnace of a given radio-
metex for an assumed target.

From fundamentaJ. radiometer theony-

AT mrin. KFI _E--- (Eq 1)

A-iere: AT mrin. the minimiim detectable temperature differential (OK)
N

To- 2900 K

F - receive': noiRse figure (single channel)

b - post detection bandwidth (cps)

P T-F bandwidth prior to deteulon (cps)

Where: T - target apparent temperature

At - target cross sectional area

Ab - beam cross sectional area.

The effective temperature of a target against a background with tem-
perature Tb is given by

T. (A b-At

T eq WT7) * Tb At (Eq 2)

The temperature difference between Teq and Tb is defined as 6 T.

AT = (Teq-£b) (Eq 3)

At
Thus: AT . Ab (Ta-T ) (Eq h)

b3 ab



Rearranging: At

Ab -LL (ra -b) (Eq 5)

The area Ab at rangu R is given by:

T1 R 2 0 2

Rearranging:

Where e is the 3 db antenna besmwidth in radians and is generally small so

Wahat U,&n 0 0.

Combining hqs 5 and 7

At (ITa-T13)
R = 2

¶o AT (Bq 8)

If AT is made equal to AT min., then
h At (ITa-Tbf)

R t a b (q91 0 2 KF Te. r"

Rearranging the equation,

1 1/
1 T 4 At I

T -Tb / 1h
h - Ki To F . (q 10)

If an R-C filter is used, the post dntccticn bandwidth b ia. equal to

(Reference 8),

where T is the time constant of the low pass RH circuit.

For a square wave switched radiometer of the type used in the field program
K = 1.57 (heferenue 8).
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1/2 /

Therefore: R= 7.48 x10-2 
[AtITaTbI 1/2 (B 1(4

0 F -1 [B (Eq 11)

Converting: At from square yds. to sq. meters

0 from radians to degrees

B from cps to mc.
i1/2 B 1/h (Eq 12)

1A tI•Ta-TbI

,Where: R = ringo in yds.

At •target. arpa in square meters

'a= apparent target temperature in degrees Kelvin

Tb - background temperature in degrees Kelvin

0 - antenna beamwidth in degrees

F = receiver noise figure (single channel)

B- pre-detection I-F bandwidth in m.c.

- time constant of low pass R-C filter in sec,
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Tye of Camouflage Net.

1080-252-7834
Net Camouf. Ctn. TwnI.
Net Set 2 M2 Main 29x29 Desert
1 each
A/A-i.1-2/62
Wt. 70 Cf 7

Type of Microwave Absorbing MAterial

Emerson and Cumýng, Inc.
4ý 69 Washington Street

2-rt~cn. Massachusetts

.-,-osorb CV - )10 db down micrcwave absorber - .01): reflec.ion
ref. tech. bulletin 8-2-14

2 c,-: LO db from lower end of S hand thru K band insensitive to
. dieecanrle.c

J:'ý-ht weight artifical dielectric loaded flexible foxm - 'ippled.
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